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Xe–CO2 mixtures are important alternatives to pure xenon in Time Projection Chambers (TPC) based 
on secondary scintillation (electroluminescence) signal amplification with applications in the important 
field of rare event detection such as directional dark matter, double electron capture and double beta 
decay detection. The addition of CO2 to pure xenon at the level of 0.05–0.1% can reduce significantly 
the scale of electron diffusion from 10 mm/

√
m to 2.5 mm/

√
m, with high impact on the discrimination 
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efficiency of the events through pattern recognition of the topology of primary ionization trails. We have 
measured the electroluminescence (EL) yield of Xe–CO2 mixtures, with sub-percent CO2 concentrations. 
We demonstrate that the EL production is still high in these mixtures, 70% and 35% relative to that 
produced in pure xenon, for CO2 concentrations around 0.05% and 0.1%, respectively. The contribution 
of the statistical fluctuations in EL production to the energy resolution increases with increasing CO2
concentration, being smaller than the contribution of the Fano factor for concentrations below 0.1% CO2.

© 2017 The Author. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by SCOAP3.
Fig. 1. Schematic of the EL-based TPC developed by the NEXT Collaboration for 
double-beta decay searches in 136Xe.

1. Introduction

Many experiments aiming for rare event detection such as dou-
ble beta decay (DBD) and double electron capture (DEC), with 
or without neutrino emission, as well as directional dark mat-
ter (DDM) use high-pressure xenon (HPXe) as the detection/tar-
get medium [1–7]. The physics behind these experiments is of 
paramount importance in contemporary particle physics and cos-
mology.

When compared to liquid xenon and double phase xenon TPCs 
[8–14], detection in the gas phase offers some important advan-
tages. While the event detection in liquid TPCs allows for com-
pactness and self-shielding, some features may be essential for the 
above experiments to succeed. The impact of background depends 
strongly on the achieved energy resolution, which is much better 
for event detection in gas than in liquid. Furthermore, event in-
teraction in the gas will allow for discrimination of the rare event 
topological signature, as demonstrated for DBD and DEC detection 
[15,16,5], in contrast to the interaction in liquid, where the ex-
tremely reduced dimensions of the primary ionization trail rules 
out any possible trail pattern recognition.

In particular, optical TPCs based on secondary scintillation 
(electroluminescence) amplification of the primary ionization sig-
nal are the most competitive alternatives to those based on charge 
avalanche amplification. For the latter, the limited charge amplifi-
cation at high pressure impacts the energy resolution, yielding at 
present a best value around 3% at 2.5 MeV for a 1 kg-scale proto-
type based on micromegas [17], to be compared to 0.7% obtained 
for an electroluminescence (EL) amplification prototype of similar 
dimensions [18]. In addition, when compared to conventional elec-
tronic readout of the charge avalanche, EL optical readout through 
a photosensor has the advantage of mechanically and electrically 
decoupling the amplification region, rendering more immunity to 
electronic noise, radiofrequency pickup and high voltage issues.

Fig. 1 depicts a schematic of a typical optical TPC. Most of 
the gas volume is occupied by the conversion/drift region where 
the radiation interaction takes place exciting or ionizing the gas 
atoms/molecules and leading to the emission of primary scin-
tillation (the t0 signal of the event) resulting from the gas de-
excitation or electron/ion recombination. A low electric field, below 
the gas excitation threshold, is applied to the drift region to mini-
mize recombination and to guide the primary electrons towards a 
shallow region with electric field intensity between the gas excita-
tion and ionization thresholds, the scintillation region. Upon cross-
ing this region, each electron gains from the electric field enough 
kinetic energy to excite the gas atoms/molecules by electron im-
pact, leading to a large scintillation output upon gas de-excitation 
(electroluminescence). A pixelated photosensor plane enables to 
determine the x- and y-positions of the primary electrons arriving 
at the EL region, and the time interval between primary and EL 
scintillation pulses enables to determine the z-position of where 
the ionization takes place.

Absolute values of the EL light yield have been measured in 
uniform electric fields [19–21] and in the modern micropatterned 
electron multipliers, as GEM, THGEM, MHSP and micromegas 
[22–24]. The statistical fluctuations in the EL produced in charge 
avalanches are dominated by the statistical fluctuations in the to-
tal number of electrons produced in the avalanche, since all the 
electrons contribute to EL production. On the other hand, the sta-
tistical fluctuations in the EL produced for uniform electric fields 
below the gas ionization threshold are negligible when compared 
to those associated with the primary ionization formation [25]. 
The latter situation is most important when event to background 
discrimination is also based on the energy deposited in the gas, as 
is the case of DEC and neutrinoless double beta decay, where the 
best achievable detector energy resolution is important for efficient 
background rejection.

The effectiveness of event discrimination based on the topolog-
ical signature of the ionization trail is related to the low electron 
drift velocity of xenon and, mainly, to its large electron diffusion. 
The large electron diffusion is determined by the inefficient elec-
tron energy loss in elastic collisions with the xenon atoms, in 
particular in the range of reduced electric fields of few tens of 
V/cm/bar used in the drift region. Diffusion hinders the finer de-
tails of the ionization trail, especially for large drift distances, and 
the discrimination based on the topological signature of the events 
becomes less effective [26].

The aforementioned problem can be mitigated by adding a 
molecular gas, like CO2, CH4 or CF4, to pure xenon. With the addi-
tion of such molecules, new molecular degrees of freedom from 
vibrational and rotational states are made available for electron 
energy transfer in inelastic collisions. In this case, the energy dis-
tribution of the ionization electron cloud in the drift region tends 
to build up around the energy of the first vibrational level, typi-
cally at ∼0.1 eV, even in the presence of minute concentrations of 
molecular additives.

Until recently, it was believed that the presence of molecular 
species in the noble gas would dramatically reduce the EL yield 
that could be achieved. Experimental studies performed for Ar [27]
have shown that the presence of CO2 and CH4 in concentrations 

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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Fig. 2. Schematic of the experimental apparatus, including the gas proportional scintillation counter, the gas circulation and purifying system with SAES St-707 getters, the 
gas entrance and exit systems including the turbo-pump, two calibration volumes (volume 1 in green, volume 2 in red), the liquid nitrogen mixing vessels and the RGA 
connection through a heated capillary. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
as low as ∼50 ppm and ∼200 ppm, respectively, resulted in an EL 
reduction above 70%. Detailed Monte Carlo simulation studies of 
electron drift in xenon at atmospheric pressure and room temper-
ature [28] have shown that the average number of elastic collisions 
between successive inelastic collisions is very large, of the order 
of 104, for the typical reduced electric fields applied to the EL re-
gion. This fact partly explained the importance of gas purity for the 
EL yield of noble gases: if an electron has significant probability of 
colliding with a molecular impurity before it obtains from the elec-
tric field sufficient energy to excite a noble gas atom, it may lose 
part of its energy without leading to EL photon emission, resulting 
in a decrease in the EL production. Depending on the conditions, 
excimer quenching, photo-absorption and dissociative attachment 
can jeopardize performance as well.

Within the NEXT Collaboration [1], which has built a HPXe 
TPC for DBD studies with the 136Xe isotope, we proposed to re-
visit the addition of molecular additives to xenon, at sub-percent 
level, to reduce electron diffusion in the TPC, hence improving 
the topological discrimination capabilities. Preliminary experimen-
tal studies and simulations for different concentrations of CO2 and 
CH4 gases that are common in TPCs and whose elementary cross-
sections are well known, have shown encouraging results [29], 
leading to acceptable EL losses and only small degradation in 
the detector energy resolution. Simulation results obtained with 
Magboltz [38] have shown that Xe–CO2 mixtures with concen-
trations of 0.05–0.1% of CO2 would be sufficient to reduce the 
transversal and longitudinal diffusion coefficients to acceptable val-
ues (∼ 2.5 mm/

√
m). These concentrations are almost one order of 

magnitude lower than those needed for CH4, in order to obtain a 
similar diffusion reduction [29].

Those results led us to perform a detailed study on the effect 
of the addition of CO2 to pure xenon both on the EL yield and on 
the energy resolution, for additive concentrations below 1% [29]. 
In this work we present those studies. CO2 is a priori the most 
interesting option due to its low cost and easy handling, since it is 
non-flammable.

2. Experimental setup and methodology

The experimental setup especially projected for these stud-
ies includes a Gas Proportional Scintillation Counter (GPSC) [25], 
which is connected to a gas re-circulation system in order to con-
tinuously purify the gas or the mixture using SAES St-707 getters; 
a Residual Gas Analyser (RGA) that provides a real-time direct 
measurement of the molecular additive concentrations; a vacuum 
pumping system to maintain the RGA in continuous operation; as-
sociated electronics and suitable control and data-acquisition elec-
tronics for both systems, the RGA and the GPSC. The xenon gas 
is 4.8 grade from Messer containing less than 1 ppm of the main 
molecular gasses. The getter efficiency is very effective in remov-
ing the outgassing from the detector; the EL degradation is very 
slow after closing the gas circulation through the getters while 
presenting a much faster recovery when the gas circulation is re-
stored. E.g., it takes two hours for the EL to be reduced by 20% 
after closing the getters, while it takes only 10 minutes to restore 
the original performance after gas circulation through the getters 
is resumed. Therefore, xenon purity in normal detector operation is 
similar or even better than that of the gas inside the original bot-
tle. The main components of the experimental setup are illustrated 
in Fig. 2.

The GPSC used in this work is depicted in Fig. 3. It is of the 
‘driftless’ type, i.e. without drift region, and has been already used 
in [30,31]. This design was chosen for the present work because 
it allows to study the influence of molecular additives on the EL 
parameters, minimizing the effects that may arise in the electron 
drift through the drift region and gas scintillation transparency.
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Fig. 3. Schematic of the driftless GPSC used in this work, including its principal components.
The EL region, 2.5 cm long, is delimited by a Kapton radia-
tion window (8 mm in diameter, mounted on a stainless steel 
holder) aluminised on the inner side, and by the PMT quartz win-
dow, vacuum-evaporated with a chromium grid (100 μm width 
and 1000 μm spacing), electrically connected to the photocathode 
pin of the PMT. The EL electric field is established by applying 
a negative high voltage to the detector window and its holder 
(4 to 10.5 kV), which are insulated from the stainless steel detec-
tor body by a ceramic material (Macor), being the detector body, 
the chromium grid of the PMT window and its photocathode kept 
at 0 V. More information on this detector can be found in [30,31]. 
The reduced electric field inside the detector is set below the gas 
ionization threshold in order for EL to be produced without any 
charge multiplication in the EL region.

A 2-mm collimated, 5.9 keV x-ray beam from a 55Fe radioactive 
source irradiated the detector window along the detector axis, be-
ing the 6.4-keV x-rays of the Mn Kβ line absorbed by a chromium 
film. The 5.9 keV x-rays interact in the gas resulting in the release 
of electrons and photons. These ionization electrons are acceler-
ated throughout the EL region exciting the noble gas atoms and 
inducing EL as a result of the atoms’ de-excitation processes. The 
amount of EL is more than 3 orders of magnitude higher than pri-
mary scintillation. The EL pulse is collected by the PMT, whose out-
put signal is subsequently shaped, amplified and, finally, digitized 
through a Multi-Channel Analyser (MCA). A typical pulse-height 
distribution obtained in the MCA for 5.9 keV x-rays is depicted 
in Fig. 4a.

In a driftless chamber, the amount of EL depends on the dis-
tance travelled by the primary electron cloud in the EL region and, 
therefore, on the x-ray interaction depth. Consequently, the pulse-
height distribution generated by the MCA has the typical Gaussian 
shape (from a monoenergetic line) convoluted with an exponen-
tial tail towards the low-energy region, due to the exponential law 
of the x-ray attenuation. Since, for 5.9-keV x-rays, the absorption 
length in 1 bar of xenon is about 2.7 mm, very small when com-
pared to the long EL region of 25 mm, the observed full absorption 
peak in the pulse-height distribution has an almost Gaussian-like 
shape.

The intrinsic response of the GPSC for 5.9 keV x-rays was ob-
tained by deconvolution of the overall full absorption peak distri-
bution into a sum of a large number, 250, of Gaussian functions 
corresponding to x-ray interactions at successive depths, �z =
0.01 cm, with areas decreasing according to the exponential ab-
sorption law for the 5.9 keV x-rays and with the same relative 
FWHM, which was left as a free parameter. The centroid of each 
Gaussian follows the integration of the solid angle subtended by 
the PMT photocathode along the path corresponding to each x-ray 
penetration, being the centroid of the rightmost Gaussian, i.e. the 
one having the highest centroid, left as a free parameter. Fig. 4b
depicts an experimental pulse-height distribution for the full en-
ergy peak and the resulting fit obtained by the deconvolution 
procedure used, denoting a very good agreement. The GPSC pulse 
amplitude and energy resolution were taken from the centroid and 
FWHM of the Gaussian corresponding to x-ray interactions taking 
place just below the window, i.e. the rightmost one. The obtained 
amplitude is within 2% of the peak channel of the full energy peak, 
Fig. 4b. The obtained energy resolution is somewhat below 7%, in-
stead of the ∼8% obtained for a Gaussian fit to the right side. 
Directly analysing the PMT pulse waveforms with a given dura-
tion (i.e. corresponding to the same x-ray penetration) we obtained 
a Gaussian shape pulse-height distribution with energy resolution 
not higher than 7.3%, absolute value. The “true” energy resolution 
should be lower than this value, since the signal-to-noise ratio in 
this case is not negligible, contributing to higher statistical fluctu-
ations.

The small volumes in Fig. 2, each one read by an accurate ca-
pacitive pressure gauge, were used to calibrate the RGA. Volume 2 
is filled with pure xenon from the detector volume, while volume 1 
is filled with CO2. For the RGA calibration, only these volumes 
were used, being isolated from the detector volume before the ref-
erence mixtures were done avoiding, in this way, any error that 
might result from CO2 adsorption to the inner surfaces of the GPSC 
and, mainly, to the getters. We consider that the amount of CO2
adsorbed or released by the walls of the calibration volumes is 
negligible. The calibration process has shown a good linear cor-
relation between the concentration measured in the RGA and the 
initial additive concentration based on the pressure gauge read-
ings, within the studied concentration range. In order to avoid a 
pressure-dependent non-linearity of the RGA, calibration and de-
tector operation have been carried out at the same total pressure 
of about 1.13 bar, for both pure xenon and its mixtures.

The EL studies were performed when the RGA partial pressures 
stabilized and, likewise, the additive concentration was calculated 
from an average over several measurements done during the time 
interval when the EL studies were performed.

Before setting each mixture, a measurement of the CO2 back-
ground was performed in the GPSC filled with pure xenon, having 
the getters at 250 ◦C, in order to ensure maximum xenon purity. 
This background was, afterwards, subtracted from the RGA CO2
reading once the mixture was done. For CO2 only mass 44 peak 
was used, as the other peaks are superimposed on other molecu-
lar species, while for Xe all the peaks are considered.
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Fig. 4. a) Pulse-height distribution for 5.9-keV x-rays absorbed in the xenon driftless GPSC for a reduced electric field of 3.7 kV/cm/bar; b) detail of the full energy peak 
(blue histogram), the fit function (black solid line), and some of the Gaussians resulting from the deconvolution procedure used in this work (black and grey solid lines). (For 
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
As the hot getters react with CO2, the getter temperature was 
reduced to 80 ◦C before the mixture was done. At this getter tem-
perature CO2 is only slightly absorbed. On the other hand, the EL 
parameters in pure xenon were found to degrade only slightly and 
only after several days of operation when cooling down the getters 
from 250 ◦C to 80 ◦C. Furthermore, it was observed that, despite 
the CO2 being absorbed in the getters, part of it is also transformed 
into CO that escapes to the gas phase, as observed by the corre-
lated growth of the partial pressure at mass 28 (related with CO) 
as the concentration of CO2 decreases. This effect increases with 
increasing getter temperature. Therefore, some CO is present in the 
Xe–CO2 mixtures, with concentrations that are roughly constant 
for all the studied mixtures, for a getter operation temperature of 
80 ◦C. Simulations have shown that the impact of the presence of 
CO on the yield is small, within a 10% effect at most, for the low-
est CO2 concentrations. The simulations were carried out using the 
same algorithms as in [29] and considering CO concentrations be-
low 0.05%.

In this work only relative values were measured for the EL 
yield. Absolute values for the EL reduced yield, Y /N , N being the 
density of the molecules in the gas, were obtained normalizing 
the relative pulse amplitude as a function of reduced electric field, 
E/N , obtained in this work for pure xenon, to the absolute values 
of the EL reduced yield obtained in [19]. The same normalization 
constant was, then, used to normalize the remaining EL curves ob-
tained for the different mixtures.
3. Experimental results

In Fig. 5, the reduced EL yield, number of photons produced 
per electron per cm of path divided by the atomic number den-
sity, Y /N , as a function of the reduced electric field, E/N , applied 
to the EL region5 is shown for different CO2 concentrations added 
to pure xenon. The two data sets for the 0.174% of CO2 are related 
to two independent measurements. Interestingly, the reduced yield 
exhibits the typical approximate linear dependence of EL with re-
duced electric field even in the presence of CO2. The solid lines 
present fits to the data, excluding the data points near the EL 
threshold where the EL response of GPSCs deviates from the linear 
trend [30]. As expected, the EL yield decreases as the CO2 amount 
increases. Nevertheless, CO2 concentrations of ∼0.05%, which al-
low an overall electron diffusion around 2.5 mm/

√
m [29], can be 

acceptable in terms of EL yield since, in spite of having an EL yield 
reduction up to 35% when compared to pure xenon, this reduction 
may be tolerable in the cases where the EL is large enough. For 
comparison, it must be recalled that such a reduction is achieved 
in Ar mixtures when CO2 concentration reaches 10 ppm [27].

As anticipated, for the same reduced electric field intensity, the 
EL threshold increases with increasing CO2 content since, upon 

5 At T = 293 K we have Y /N (ph/e/atom × 10−17 cm2) = 2.276 × 103Y /p

(ph/e cm−1 bar−1) and E/N (Td) = 2.276E/p (kV cm−1 bar−1); (1 Townsend =
10−17 V cm2).
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Fig. 5. EL reduced yield, Y /N , as a function of the reduced electric field, E/N , for 
different concentrations of CO2 added to pure xenon. The errors are less than few 
percent and, hence, the error bars are within the symbols. The solid lines are linear 
fits to the data.

Fig. 6. Light amplification parameter and EL threshold of the lines fitted to the re-
duced EL yield (Fig. 5). The solid lines serve only to guide the eye.

colliding with a CO2 molecule, the electron loses energy to rota-
tional and vibrational excited states, reducing the average electron 
energy. Although qualitative in nature, the behaviour of the EL 
threshold shows how this cooling seems to be very efficient up 
to concentrations around 0.1% (as indicated by Magboltz simula-
tions), values for which the EL loss remains acceptable, hinting 
that a compromise in terms of electron cooling/excimer scintil-
lation does exist. Additional losses can be expected in CO2 from 
dissociative attachment and excimer quenching, this last one being 
indeed the main source identified earlier in [27]. Fig. 6 summa-
rizes the EL threshold and reduced yield slope, from Fig. 5 data, as 
a function of CO2 concentration.

The impact of the molecular additive on the TPC energy res-
olution is an important parameter to be considered, in particular 
in double electron capture and in neutrinoless double beta decay 
detection, as it is a tool to effectively discriminate the rare events 
against background. In Fig. 7 we present the GPSC energy resolu-
tion (FWHM) for 5.9 keV x-rays as a function of reduced electric 
field, for the different CO2 concentrations used in this work. The 
Fig. 7. Detector energy resolution as a function of E/N for 5.9 keV x-rays and for 
different concentrations of CO2. The solid lines serve only to guide the eye. Error 
bars include both statistical and estimated systematic errors.

error bars include the uncertainties in the fit and the statistical er-
ror associated to multiple readings, added quadratically. The errors 
are overestimated as we do not know the correlation between both 
values. Nevertheless, we assumed these conservative errors.

From the experimental data, centroid and FWHM, it is possi-
ble to assess the fluctuations in the EL production assuming that 
the obtained pulse-height distributions are well-described by the 
mathematical model already discussed in the literature. The en-
ergy resolution (FWHM) of a GPSC, R E , is given by [25]:

R E = 2
√

2 ln 2

√√√√σ 2
e

N
2
e

+ 1

Ne

(
σ 2

EL

N
2
EL

)
+ σ 2

pe

N
2
pe

+ 1

Npe

(
σ 2

q

G
2
q

)
(1)

where the first term under the square root describes the relative 
fluctuations in the number of ionization electrons induced by the 
interaction, Ne , the second term describes the relative fluctuations 
associated to the number of EL photons produced in the EL re-
gion per primary electron, NEL , and the last two terms describe 
the relative fluctuations in the photosensor, namely the relative 
fluctuations in the number of photoelectrons released from the 
PMT photocathode by the EL burst, Npe , and the relative fluctu-
ations in the number of electrons collected in the PMT anode per 
photoelectron, i.e. the relative fluctuations in the gain of the elec-
tron avalanche in the PMT. The electronic noise is not included 
in Eq. (1) since it is negligible, as shown by the amplifier pulse 
waveforms in the oscilloscope. Since the process of photoelectron 
release from a photocathode by the incoming photons is described 
by a Poisson distribution, its variance is σ 2

pe = Npe and the relative 
fluctuations in the PMT are given by:

1 +
(

σ 2
q

G
2
q

)

cNe NEL
= k

NEL
, (2)

c represents the light collection efficiency, related to the anode 
grid transparency (Fig. 3), 81%, to the PMT quantum efficiency, 
20% for 172 nm, and to the average solid angle subtended by the 
PMT photocathode relative to the primary electron path in the EL 
region, 30%. Therefore, k is a constant, which depends on the scin-
tillation readout geometry and on the photosensor itself (for our 
PMT we measured a relative gain fluctuation of 0.55).

From the data for pure xenon, we can experimentally deter-
mine the contributions to the energy resolution from the statistical 
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Fig. 8. The square of the energy resolution (R E ) as a function of the inverse of 
the average number of photons produced in the EL region per primary electron for 
5.9 keV x-rays and for pure xenon. The solid line presents a linear fit to the data 
points in red. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, 
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

fluctuations due to the primary ionization formation and due to 
the photosensor, since the contribution from the statistical fluc-
tuations to the EL is negligible when compared to the other fac-
tors [25]. In Fig. 8 we depict R2

E as a function of N−1
EL for pure 

xenon. A linear function, as imposed by Eq. (1), is fitted to the 
data points, excluding those with the highest NEL , which depart 
from the linear trend. This behaviour is similar to the one ob-
served in standard type GPSCs, with drift region [32,33]. The first 
term is obtained from the line interception with the vertical axis 
while 8 ln(2)k is the slope of the line. From Fig. 8 we obtain a 
Fano factor F = σ 2

e /Ne = 0.17 ± 0.04 for xenon, using a w-value 
of 22 eV [34], i.e. the average energy needed to produce one 
electron–ion pair in xenon (Ne = Ex/w , Ex being the x-ray energy; 
for x-rays the w-value does not depend on the applied electric 
field, above ∼20 V/cm/bar, since recombination in this case is neg-
ligible). This result is in good agreement with the values normally 
found in the literature, between 0.13 and 0.25 [32,35–37]. In ad-
dition, the result we obtain for c from Eq. (2) (0.056) is similar to 
what is obtained from calculations based on the geometry (0.048). 
These agreements show the robustness of the present method.

The terms of Eq. (1) obtained from the fit in Fig. 8 (the 1st and 
the last 2), for the relative fluctuations in the primary ionization 
formation and for the relative fluctuations in the photosensor, are 
constant for all CO2 concentrations studied in this work, since the 
Fano factor and the w-values of those mixtures are not expected 
to change significantly for these low additive concentrations, as 
shown by Degrad simulation [38], and k is constant for a given 
geometry and photosensor setup. Therefore, it is possible to deter-
mine the fluctuations associated to the EL production as a function 
of reduced electric field for the different mixtures, using the R E

data from Fig. 7, as these fluctuations are the only unknown vari-
able in Eq. (1).

In Fig. 9 we present the square of the relative standard devia-
tion in the number of EL photons produced in the EL region per 
primary electron,

Q =
(

σ 2
EL

N
2
EL

)
, (3)

as a function of reduced electric field in the EL region, for the 
different concentrations of CO2 added to pure xenon. A striking 
observation that can be made in Fig. 9 is that Q becomes non-
negligible as the CO2 concentration increases, largely independent 
of the reduced electric field. For a CO2 concentration as low as 
0.1% Q ∼ 0.08, i.e. about half the value of the Fano factor, while 
for 0.2% CO2 Q becomes comparable. For a CO2 concentration of 
0.05% Q is found to be around 0.02, a value that has a negligi-
ble impact on the energy resolution. For higher CO2 concentrations 
and lower E/N , the signal-to-noise ratio decreases significantly, re-
sulting in an artificially high energy resolution and, consequently, 
an over-estimated Q value obtained from Eq. (1), as the noise is 
not included in this equation. For that reason, those points are not 
included in Fig. 9. As the uncertainty in Q is dominated by the 
uncertainty in the energy resolution, the error bars are also over-
estimated, as explained before.

The rise in the contribution from Q cannot be explained if we 
take only into account the effect of EL reduction with increas-
ing CO2, since even a reduction of one order of magnitude in 
EL still means a very high number of EL photons and, in addi-
tion, one would expect a decrease in Q with increasing electric 
field in the EL region, instead of an almost constant trend. We be-
lieve that this effect is due to dissociative electron attachment to 
Fig. 9. Relative standard deviation in the number of EL photons per primary electron once squared (Q ), as a function of the reduced electric field in the EL region (E/N) for 
different concentrations of CO2. The solid lines serve only to guide the eye.
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CO2 molecules, for which we find a good quantitative agreement 
with simulations [39]; in the absence of this effect, simulations 
predict values for the Q -factor around 0.02, little dependent on 
concentration. Indeed, the cross-section for electron attachment is 
non-negligible and has narrow peaks for electron energies between 
4–5 and 7–9 eV, e.g. see Fig. 1 in [40], and these are energies that 
the electrons will eventually reach in the EL region in order to 
be able to excite the xenon atoms. The simulated attachment im-
plies for the highest CO2 concentration a relatively modest 10’s of 
%-level loss of ionization electrons; this effect is, therefore, not the 
only responsible for the EL reduction. For example, for the highest 
concentrations of CO2, the electron attachment probability is about 
65%, according to Magboltz simulation [41], which would lead to 
a maximum EL reduction of 65% if all attachment would happen 
right at the beginning of the electron path; however, experimen-
tal results show EL reductions above 90%. Most of the remaining 
EL reduction is explained by quenching. The presence of attach-
ment becomes, nonetheless, the main source of fluctuations in the 
EL signal for concentrations already above 0.17% CO2.

4. Discussion

CO2 concentrations in the range of 0.05%–0.1% correspond to a 
characteristic size of the electron diffusion ellipsoid of 3

√
σxσyσz ∼=

2.5 mm ×
√

10 bar
P after a 1 m drift through the TPC [29,39]. This 

value can be found for reduced drift fields in the range of E/P =
[20–30] V/cm/bar, by resorting to the latest Magboltz cross-section 
database. The drastic change experimentally observed in the EL 
threshold (Fig. 6) suggests that electron cooling is in fact strongly 
active even for these minute concentrations. Moreover, simulations 
indicate that a minimum of diffusion exists in the above field 
range; therefore, there is little to be gained by increasing (or de-
creasing) the drift field in the TPC. The presence of such minima 
can be found experimentally and theoretically for xenon mixtures 
and additives like CH4 or TMA in [17], and it becomes narrower at 
low concentrations.

In pure xenon at 10 bar, electric fields in the aforementioned 
range pose no problems concerning charge recombination for pri-
mary electrons, as can be readily noticed, for instance, in [24]. For 
admixtures, however, the situation at high pressures is less clear. 
Some qualitative arguments can be drawn: in xenon at 5 bar and in 
a 0.22% TMA admixture, for example, the additional contribution to 
the Fano factor stemming from fluctuations in the charge recom-
bination process is less than 0.1 [42]. Since the measured diffusion 
and drift coefficients are, in that case, similar to those simulated 
for the CO2 optimum (0.05%–0.1%), and being the ionization den-
sity close to the one attempted in NEXT (10 bar), measurements 
performed in Xe–TMA can be used to estimate an upper bound to 
the effect expected in Xe–CO2. Besides this initial charge recom-
bination, it must be noted that the drift velocity will be reduced 
for optimum CO2 concentrations by a factor of around 2, which 
is not expected to have a dramatic effect on the electron lifetime, 
according to the measurements performed in [17], again for TMA 
admixtures.

The above aspects will soon be evaluated for high pressures in 
NEXT-DEMO, a large prototype with a drift length of 30 cm and a 
hexagonal cross section of 8-cm apothem, operated with ∼1.5 kg 
of natural xenon at a pressure of 10 bar [43]. Other relevant ef-
fects like the pressure-dependence of the EL yields and the light 
fluctuations will also be evaluated. Simulations performed in [39]
indicate that, despite the anticipated deterioration at high pres-
sure, both the Q factor and the finite-statistic term from the PMTs 
can be kept at the level of the Fano factor at 10 bar, as long as 
the CO2 concentration remains in the range of 0.05–0.1%. Concern-
ing the primary scintillation yields, a tolerable reduction within a 
factor of 5–10 is expected in the same concentration range.

A possible drawback that can arise from the use of CO2 is 
related to the gas stability in the long term and the associated for-
mation of CO. This can be handled using specific getters for CO2. 
On the other hand, being these devices cold getters, one has to 
evaluate the radon emanation.

5. Conclusions

We have performed experimental studies on the reduced elec-
troluminescence yield of Xe–CO2 mixtures at room temperature. 
We have demonstrated that the addition of CO2 to pure xenon, 
at concentration levels of few tenths of a percent, does not kill 
the proportional electroluminescence (EL) yield entirely, as it has 
been assumed during the last decades. CO2 concentrations of 0.05% 
and 0.1% at around atmospheric pressure lead only to an EL reduc-
tion of 35% and 70%, respectively, relative to that produced in pure 
xenon at the same reduced electric field. Such a modest reduction 
seems tolerable, provided the number of photons produced per 
ionization electron is very large and also because it may be readily 
compensated by increasing the reduced electric field, since higher 
field can be applied to the EL region, as the ionization threshold 
increases with increasing CO2 concentration.

On the other hand, the intrinsic energy resolution of xenon-
based TPCs (i.e., photo-detection statistics neglected) degrades 
with increasing CO2 concentration; for a concentration of 0.05% 
the contribution of the statistical fluctuations associated to EL pro-
duction is a factor of 6 lower than the Fano factor, for 0.1% nearly 
half and for 0.2% it is slightly above it. This degradation in the en-
ergy resolution cannot be, however, compensated by an increase in 
the reduced electric field intensity. Based on both the approximate 
linear dependence of Q on the CO2 concentration and the com-
parison with Magboltz simulations, these large fluctuations can be 
attributed to dissociative attachment of ionization electrons to CO2
molecules. Seemingly, this process can only be mitigated by using 
shallower EL regions. Nevertheless, a compromise has to be found 
between the thickness of this region and the amount of EL pro-
duced.

The above findings are important for xenon-based TPCs relying 
on EL signal amplification, which are being increasingly used for 
rare-event detection such as directional dark matter, double elec-
tron capture and double beta decay detection. Particularly, the ad-
dition of CO2 to pure xenon at the level of 0.05%–0.1% will reduce 
significantly the electron transverse diffusion from 10 mm/

√
m to 

the level of few mm/
√

m, having a high impact on the discrim-
ination of events through pattern recognition of the topology of 
primary ionization trails.

Other molecular additives, such as CH4, do not present the 
drawback of having significant electron attachment but, on the 
other hand, higher concentrations will be needed to obtain similar 
electron transverse and longitudinal diffusions as in CO2. Never-
theless, former work in [27] has shown that the addition of CH4
to pure argon has less impact on the reduction in the mixture EL 
yield when compared to the addition of CO2.
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